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Life cycle assessment of coffee
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Through the use of a life cycle evaluation framework, I strive to analyze the effects of producing and transporting coffee beans from their growing locations to coffee shops in New York City. The analysis compared the effect of producing an 8-oz. cup of Porto Rico's House Blend to Indonesian coffee their sole source. The dough of the house contains a combination of nuts
obtained from Brazil, Colombia, Yemen, and Indonesia. The scope of analysis focuses on the difference in environmental impacts to get nuts from one location compared to around the world. The project was completed as part of the Sustainability and Pollution Prevention Course offered at The Cooper Union, the final poster for the project can be seen here. SHOWING 1-10
REFERENCE Ciclo at lavorazione del caffè ed i sui sottoprodotti Note Note 1: Aspetti quantitativiLa gestione ambientale nella supply chain: esperienze e metodi in coinvolgimento dei fornitori Ayat la fabbrica. Certificazione ambientale e imprese sociothibili. Roma: Nuovo Studio Tecna2001Produzione e commercio internazionale del caffè Single-serve machine has proven to be a
fast and easy mechanism to prepare coffee for use. However, disposing of a single coffee pod that accompanies each use creates inevitable waste in landfills. With the introduction of biobased products certified as an industry composer, there is an effective scope of waste flow for almost all biobased products that avoid adding to landfill. The case presented in this paper shows the
success of composting compost coffee pods in local industry-scale composting facilities. Using existing local composition facilities university Life cycle assessments have been carried out to calculate the overall energy contained and the relevant environmental impacts to determine the feasibility of using composite coffee pods on conventional plastic ones. Testing showed a
complete deterioration within 46 days, proving the composition of being an feasible waste flow option and sustainable marketing advantages while betraying the path towards the circular economy. Cost savings of 21% were realised in terms of waste disposal, in addition to creating value-added products at the end of the coffee pod life cycle, with a nutrient-rich compost redistulated
to campus parks and farms. As part of my Sustainable Design class (Falls 2008), I interviewed Edwin Martinez, the 3rd generation coffee farmer from Finca Vista Hermosa, a special coffee farm known for its award-winning coffee. The research, combined with secondary research on coffee rearing, led to a factor in lifecycle assessment (LCA) using the Eco-Indicator 99 tool. The
findings looked at the growing environmental impact, processing and transporting coffee from when it was grown on a farm when it arrived at a rooster facility in the United States. The results, presented in the paper, show that more than 90% of the environmental impact to grow, process, and transport unburned coffee to a roast in Boston, MA is due to the effects of transport. In
addition to my quantitative LCA, I also did a qualitative assessment of the local effects of coffee farms. This assessment looks at contaminants in wastewater, toxins found in coffee processing techniques, and in turn analyze the transportation used in the life cycle of coffee production. The final version of my paper can be found here. In spring 2009, the results of this study
combined with my earlier work on the environmental impact of espresso manufacturing and further research on coffee roasts and transportation to produce LCA analyzed the effects of seeds to cups. Results showed that for coffee grown in Finca Vista Hermosa, 95% of the environmental impacts occurred in the country of consumption. Although there is no single phase that
contributes to the majority of the effects, it is very clear that the phase of transportation, production, and grilling all play a large role while the growing phase and processing almost have no effect (1%). Based on the overall look at the coffee production system, some heuristics are developed to help coffee professionals understand the impact area. In addition, the concept for coffee
roathers and importers on how to reduce the effects associated with transportation has been presented. Here is the final version of the poster presented at the research conference Duke University and Harvard University in the spring of 2009. There are two more directions I designed to take this work. The first is to add to the compared to more traditional coffee farms, to see if
impact damage is very changing.  Second is adding to the effect of going cups in a coffee shop. LCA Delivery Coffee Poster (PDF) LCA Coffee Production- Paper (PDF) Volume 133, Part 1, March 2018, Pages 393-400Supercritical decaffeinationView full text
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